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Load-effective nodal
line pattern of a 
vibration with three
nodal diameters

C rack pattern made 
vis ible with fluorescent
penetrative media

6 dynamic fatigue cracks  distributed evenly around
the circumference.  It should be noted that the
location of the cracks  corresponds  to the location
of the s ix bores  that are set farther ins ide the disk.

Damage-relevant
vibrational mode

Dynamic fatigue 
cracks  in the testing
disk of a cyclical
centrifugal test:

Illustration 12.6.3.3-12:  The vibration
excitement of a rotor disk can also occur with
flexural modes of the rotor.  In the depicted
example, a specimen disk was cyclically stressed
in a vacuum vertical centrifugal testing rig by
an annulus that had been “drained“ by
keyhole bores (to simulate blade loads).  After
a short operating time, penetrative crack
detection discovered several cracks (right
diagram) in the annulus area that were primarily
radially oriented and periodically distributed
(bottom left diagram).  The findings from the
crack surface inspection indicated dynamic
loads in the HCF range.  This was plausibly

explained by a disk vibration with three nodal
diameters.  The vacuum in the testing rig made
vibration excitement due to aerodynamic forces
impossible.  However, there was also no
effective air damping.  Therefore, the only
possible excitement was from the testing rig
spike that powered the disk.  The spike is
elastically suspended in the testing rig on the
free end, together with the disk.  In the case of
imbalance, it runs into a safety bearing.
Evidently the rotor vibrated within itself in a
way that no externally noticeable imbalances
occurred.

Ill. 12.6.3.3-12
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ca 1 cm

about 1 cm

T he flow disturbances  
caused by the turbine outlet
housing struts  led to 
vibration excitement of the
turbine disk of the last
stage.

F racture of an integral turbine disk following
disk vibrations .  E xcitement through a flow
disturbance.  

Dynamic fatigue fracture origins  see arrows
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T urbine disk made from
an Ni-based cast alloy
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Load-effective
nodal line
pattern 

T heoretical
nodal line
pattern

Momentum band
(crack orients  itself
at the trans ition)

Arrows show 
initial crack
locations

Illustrations 12.6.3.3-13 and 12.6.3.3-14: This
case occurred during the development phase
of a small, low-performance turbine for a
helicopter (top diagram).  Without any
indication of imbalances or other anomalies in

operation, the integral cast turbine disk of the
last stage burst at full RPM in a steady
operating state.  Fragments of the annulus
had broken off the disk.  The entire fracture
surface could be seen as a combination of two

Ill. 12.6.3.3-13
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T urbine disk

E lastic
suspension

V ibration excitement 
through electrodynamic
shaker

S and shows the pattern of the load-effective nodal line
as  a C hladni figure of distributed sand

T est
assembly

E xperimental
determination of
vibrational modes

fractures that ran together at an angle to one
another that was tangential to the balancing
ring (bottom diagram).  The fracture surface
analysis revealed a bow-shaped limited fracture
zone in the middle of each of the annulus
fragments near the balancing ring.  It also
showed stage 1 characteristics (cleavage
cracks) that are typical for this Ni-based cast
material (Ill. 12.6.3.2-4).  A testing-technical
vibrational analysis (Ill. 12.6.3.3-14 ) with
heaps of powder resulted in a distribution
pattern that corresponds with the bottom left
diagram.  This Chladni figure showed that a
three nodal diameter vibration (Ill. 12.6.3.1-8)

is excited exactly at full RPM by the three
bearing braces of the exit housing located
behind the disk.
A successful provisional solution was the
installation of a disturbing brace with no load-
bearing function.  It was only intended to
dampen the vibration in the right rhythm with
a disturbing pulse.   The final solution was four
equally-spaced supporting braces, from which
no dangerous excitement was expected (middle
diagram).  The effectiveness of this solution was
confirmed by later experience.

Ill. 12.6.3.3-14


